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is required for operating flexibity, and would be required if the initial stage of the project
is from Downsview Station to Finch West Station.

Background
As part of the 1994 Yonge-Spadina Subway Loop Environmental Assessment (EA), the
long-term plan was to connect the northern termini of the two aforementioned subways,
in order to reduce headway and thereby increase carrying capacity for the Yonge
Subway. In 2001 the RTES revisited this need and determined that the capacity
constraints could be addressed through:
•
•
•
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Steeles West Station Tail Track and Cross-over
For Steeles West station, a 200m long trail track north of the station is required. The tail
track provides two operating features:
1. It allows overrun of the station, which is a safety feature that is required to allow
trains to enter the terminal station at full speed.
2. It can provide temporary storage for a train on each track.

Terminal improvements
Signaling system improvements
Transfer Station (Bloor-Yonge) improvements

In order to determine the environmental impacts of the Project, the Spadina Subway
Extension EA study needs to identify all of the major facilities required for the Spadina
Subway Extension, including any new or expanded train maintenance and storage
facilities. The purpose of this report is to document the supporting operational analysis
and the key decisions made as they pertain to the subway operations along the proposed
extension from Downsview Station to Steeles West Station.

Similar to Downsview station, the tail track has to provide provision for a double-ending
track for future extension further north into York Region. The cross-over immediately to
the south of Steeles West Station allows the arriving northbound trains to use either
platform edge and return via the south bound track. This is essential for terminal station
operations.

Two-Minute Headway;
Operating Design Criteria
In order to efficiently and cost-effectively operate the proposed extension, TTC has
identified the following requirements (See Attachment 3)
1) Double-crossover south of Finch West Station;
2) A 200m long tail track north of Steeles Station with provision for double-ending
this storage track when the subway is extended further north;
3) No unbalanced super elevation and achieving two-minute headway;
4) Sufficient fleet additions and associated improvements to Wilson Yard;
5) A double-ended three track cross-over to allow the scheduled short-turn operation
to be transferred from St. Clair West Station, north; and
6) No humped track profile (as per DM-0204-02, Alignment Section 2.3.8)

The track layout must permit trains to operate at headways of 2 minutes. The headway
(interval between trains) depends on the train dwell time at the stations, train acceleration
and deceleration performance, track layout and location of wayside signals.
One of the ways to maintain this criterion is to maintain high speeds for trains. In order to
do this, the alignment must be as straight as possible. Any curvature should also be
designed to accommodate for such. The TTC wishes to operate through curvature in a
‘equilibrium’ condition. This is when the centrifugal force of a train negotiating a curve
is balanced by the Superelevation of the track. This Superelevation is limited to 100mm
and for a maximum speed of 80 km/hr a minimum curve of 750 metres radius is required,
which is the desirable minimum radius for this project. When this radius is not possible a
speed restriction will be necessary.
All switches on this section will be the TTC Standard #9 switch. These have a diverting
angle of approximately 6.4 degrees and the maximum speed in the diverging direction is
33 km/hr.

Additional details are provided below.
Finch West Station Double Cross-over
At the south end of Finch West Station, a double cross-over is required. This is to allow
trains to change direction (i.e. NB train that is redirected southbound) at this station. As
indicated in TTC Standards DM-0206-01, a cross over consists of two turnouts in which
the track between the frogs is arranged to form a continuous passage for vehicles. A
double crossover consists of two intersecting crossovers with a crossing between the
turnouts. Since the proposed alignment runs tangent along Keele Street, implementation
of the double cross-over south of Finch West Station is relatively simple. This cross-over
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The signal system will be designed according to TTC signaling practice and will be
similar and compatible with the signaling on the rest of the Yonge - University - Spadina
Subway route. This is a block signaling system and only one train is allowed in each
signaling block, which is the distance between two stop signals. The signaling uses 'stop'
and 'approach' indications and drivers operate trains manually in accordance with the
indications provided by the signaling system.
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If a train should pass a signal indicating 'stop' a trackside trip arm contacts a trip valve on
the train which initiates an emergency brake application. An overlap is provided beyond
the stop signal so that the train will come to a stand before it would contact a preceding
train, pass through a switch not set for the movement or contact a fouling train
movement.
TTC uses simulation software for the signaling and run times for proposed track
configurations. As part of this study, the recommended alignment was tested. It was
confirmed by TTC that the 2 minute headway was achievable for the proposed alignment
and station placement on this proposed extension.
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As part of the 1994 EA, TTC identified that scheduled short turns should occur at
Downsview station. Under construction at that time, the tail tracks for Downsview station
were designed and structural provisions made for the eventual implementation.
The proposed short turn facility must be configured as a centre track in order to achieve
the maximum operation benefit. The desired configuration should emulate the St. Clair
West Centre track which is comprised ot three switches at the south end, four switches at
the north end and a bumper for small piece of “overlap” track extending north of the
northern switches. For detailed information, please refer to Attachment 3.

Sufficient Fleet additions and associated improvements (Storage Space)
The addition of 6.2 km of new subway line requires an increase in fleet, storage and
maintenance facilities. The additions to the Wilson Yard are approved under the 1994
New Subway Storage and Maintenance Facility EA(See Attachment #2) and with the reopening of Davisville Yard in late 2002, and reallocation of approximately 90 subway
cars to Davisville from Wilson yard, there should be sufficient train storage capacity
already constructed at Wilson yard.

No Humped Track Profile
Within TTC Standard (DM-0204-02), a humped track profile should be used whenever
possible. This design, which permits trains to accelerate out of stations and deceleration
into stations, is achieved by introducing a short length (200 to 300m) of 3% up-and-down
gradients before and after every station. This system increases average speeds, reduce
wear and tear and reduces maintenance on motors and breaks. It also enables trains to
coast, which produces energy savings.
Recognizing that this is an extension of an existing line with driver control in line of sight
signaling, TTC Operations asked that this D.C. be removed citing line-of-sight
requirements as paramount.
Scheduled Short Turns

The double ended three-track structure requires three closely spaced tracks, with high
speed switches at each end. The structure within which this specialized trackwork is
accommodated has a variable structural configuration and includes structural spans of
various lengths (even short sections where there are no columns in between the three
tracks). Due to the complex nature of this underground structure and shallow depths,
construction using exclusively TBM is not possible. It may be technically feasible to
mine portions of the three track structure. However, this significantly increases the
complexity of the construction, which will increase the overall construction cost, critical
features such as the structural box at the switches would still need to be constructed by
cut and cover.
The detailed requirements for Dthe Turnaround track geometry which includes the three
track structure were presented on August 29, 2005 (Attachment 4). This memo includes
the calculations for the length required to accommodate a three track structure north of
Downsview Station. A critical component of the three track structure is that all switch
work must be on tangent track. This was in conflict with the recommended alignment
(South #2 West) which included curve that extended well beyond (>400m) Downsview
station. In response, a number of alignment refinments were generated including two
variations of South #2 West. (see Attachment 5). South 2 Option A and Option B are
various compound curves designed to minimize property impacts while still adhering to
the requirment where switches must be on tangent sections.
These options were analyzed and South 2 option A was selected as the preferred for the
following reasons.

Notwithstanding the entire Spadina Subway Extension has been designed for two-minute
headway, the demand for line capacity are driven by the peak loads which occur south of
Bloor street on the Yonge line. In response TTC has scheduled short turns, which means
northbound trains on the Spadina Subway line are returned southbound before reaching
the end of the line. At present, this occurs at St. Clair West Station. With the extension of
the Spadina Subway, TTC service planning have determined that the scheduled short turn
location should be moved further north.

•
•
•
•

Adherence to requirement of having switches on tangent tracks
Met 2 minute headway operations (as tested by TTC)
Least number of property impacts
Lower capital cost

Recognizing that the recommended option still required the cut and cover construction
which would displace the buildings on the surface, each of the affected property owners
were notified by registered mail and were given the opportunity to comment at the
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November 28, 2005 Toronto Transit Commission meeting. In response to opposition by
the local businesses, TTC staff were directed to assess alternative locations for the three
track structure.
A variety of options were considered (See Attachment #7). The original EA option
proposed that the 3-track structure be placed directly north of Downsview station. This is
an extension of the 3-track until there are tangent sections available for the placement of
crossovers.

Option 1 involves the placement of crossover just before the Sheppard West station
within Downsview Park lands. The alignment, however, will remain the same while the
construction methodology will differ due to this placement.
Option 2 places the 3-track structure south of the Downsview Station, close to Wilson
yard. The advantage of this is that TTC already operates at the site and that major
modifications are not required.
Option 2 was selected as preferred as it provides the most capital and operating savings
and avoids the impacts to the businesses on Kodiak Crescent.
The Commission was advised that the three-track structure will be relocated to south of
Downsview station, thus avoiding construction impacts on the Kodiak industrial
subdivision properties verbally at its December 16, 2005 meeting, and in writing at its
January 20, 2006 meeting (See Attachment 6).
The three-track structure, to be located south of Downsview station, is necessary for:
1. High speed turn back of trains at Wilson Station for the operation of short-turn
service from Finch Station to Wilson Station;
2. Efficient restoration of scheduled subway service in the event of incidents or
emergencies; and
3. Temporary storage of subway trains and workcars.

The location of this three track configuration was incorporated as part of the Wilson Yard
EA and is not part of this EA (See Attachment 7)
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